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Abstract: Fiber length is a critical trait that principally determines cotton spinning
quality, while Upland cotton as the most widely cultivated Gossypium species
around the world subjects to the relatively ordinary ﬁber performance. Chromosome segment substitution lines (CSSLs) have been introduced in cotton breeding
to take full advantages of superior ﬁber quality and high yield from Sea Island and
Upland cotton, respectively, which serve as ideal materials for elucidating the
genetic mechanism of complex quantitative traits. Here, three CSSLs derived
from CCRI45 (G. hirsutum) × Hai1 (G. barbadense), two superior (MBI7561 and
MBI7747) and one (MBI7285) with ordinary ﬁber-quality, were subjected to transcriptome sequencing during ﬁber elongation together with their recurrent parent
CCRI45, and 471.425 million clean reads were obtained with 91.47% average
Q30 and 45.23% mean GC content. In total, 5,673 differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) were identiﬁed from multi-sample comparisons, which were mainly
involved in the oxidation-reduction process, protein phosphorylation, regulation
of transcription, DNA template, and carbohydrate metabolic process. Eight temporal expression patterns were monitored on the DEGs of different lines, of which
the signiﬁcantly enriched proﬁle revealed higher similarities between two superior
CSSLs or the ordinary CSSL and CCRI45 with respect to ﬁber performance.
Based on the intersection between the predicted introgressive genes from RNAseq data and the published gene information from the G. barbadense genome,
1,535 introgressive genes were identiﬁed in three CSSLs. Further analysis of
the three common introgressive sections in superior CSSLs revealed eight candidate genes that were identiﬁed to be involved in ﬁber development, namely,
O-fucosyltransferase family protein (GB_A02G0240), glutamine synthetase 2
(GB_A02G0272), Ankyrin repeat family protein (GB_A02G0264), beta-6 tubulin
(GB_D03G1742), WRKY DNA-binding protein 2 (GB_D03G1655), quinolinate
synthase (GB_D07G0623), nuclear factor Y, subunit B13 (GB_D07G0631), and
leucine-rich repeat transmembrane protein kinase (GB_D07G0797). Our results
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provide novel insights into the mechanism underlying ﬁber formation and lay a
solid foundation for further high-efﬁciency determination of candidate genes by
combining RNA-seq data and pivotal chromosome regions.
Keywords: Gossypium hirsutum; Gossypium barbadense; chromosome segment
substitution lines; RNA-seq; ﬁber length

1 Introduction
Cotton (Gossypium spp.) is an important commercial crop worldwide, providing natural ﬁbers for the
global textile industry [1]. However, the increase in the size of the human population combined with
diminishing arable land has prompted cotton breeders and researchers to pursue cotton varieties with
higher ﬁber yield and better ﬁber quality. G. hirsutum and G. barbadense contribute to more than 95% of
ﬁber production annually, of which the former has the advantages of high productivity and wide
adaptability with moderate ﬁber quality, whereas the latter possesses traits of excellent ﬁber performance
and low production [2]. Hence, it may be useful to combine the superior traits of Upland and Sea Island
cotton species to generate high-yield and ﬁne ﬁber-quality varieties using chromosome segment
substitution lines (CSSLs). Owing to reducing the interference of complex genetic backgrounds in
populations, CSSLs are appropriate for ﬁne mapping signiﬁcant genes that regulate complex and variable
phenotypes or traits, particularly quantitative traits with relatively small genetic effects [3], which have
been widely applied to quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping for yield, quality, stress tolerance, and
disease resistance in commercial crops [4–8].
Cotton ﬁbers are trichomes that are formed by ovule epidermal single cells and serve as an ideal model
for elucidating the mechanism underlying ﬁber elongation, cell wall formation, and cellulose synthesis [9].
The ﬁber development process is composed of four independent but overlapping periods: initiation (−3 to
3 days post anthesis, DPA), elongation (3 to 23 DPA), secondary cell wall synthesis (16 to 40 DPA), and
maturation (40 to 50 DPA), which collectively determine cotton yield and ﬁber quality [10]. However,
any unusual events that occur during the aforementioned periods would signiﬁcantly affect ﬁber
formation, ultimately resulting in diverse changes in related traits, speciﬁcally boll weight, ginning
outturn, ﬁber length, strength, micronaire, elongation, and uniformity [11].
The completion of genome sequencing of tetraploid cotton species has improved our understanding of
Gossypium polyploidy properties and has also built a solid foundation for further investigation of ﬁber
formation [12–15]. The concomitant development of RNA-seq (also known as transcriptome sequencing)
technology has facilitated studies on the expression patterns and transcriptional regulation of functional
genes derived from speciﬁc tissues or cells, thereby allowing elucidation of the molecular mechanism of
various biological processes and, in turn, has been broadly adopted to study cotton ﬁber development
[16–18]. Numerous RNA-seq studies on ﬁber development with different materials indicated that this
complicated biological process is regulated by cellulose synthase, drought stress, artiﬁcial breeding,
pigment synthesis, and oxidation-reduction processes [19–23]. However, despite multiple attempts to
deﬁne the ﬁber formation mechanism, the ﬁner details of this particular process remain unclear.
Based on multi-year and multi-environment trait surveys of a BC4F3:5 CSSL population from G.
hirsutum CCRI45 and G. barbadense Hai1, two superior CSSLs, namely, MBI7561 and MBI7747, and
ordinary ﬁber-quality CSSL MBI7285 were chosen in this study for transcriptome sequencing on ﬁber
samples collected from 5 DPA to 20 DPA together with their recurrent parent CCRI45. By concentrating
on the identiﬁcation of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and introgressive genes, this study not only
screened signiﬁcant DEGs or vital signaling pathways relevant to ﬁber development but also detected
some candidate introgressive genes regulating ﬁber elongation, which will contribute to the elucidation of
the molecular mechanism of ﬁber formation.
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Plant Materials
In 2014, three CSSLs (MBI7561, MBI7747, and MBI7285) and their parents (CCRI45 and Hai1) were
planted in the experimental bases of Institute of Cotton Research of Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences (CRICAAS) and subjected to trait tests for cotton yield and ﬁber quality. RNA-seq was
conducted on elongation-stage ﬁbers sampled at 5, 7, 10, 15, and 20 DPA. On the day of anthesis,
ﬂowers were tagged for three continuous days with three different color cards. Normally, 2–5 bolls per
line were harvested with gloves at 10:00 AM and were immediately placed in an ice box. Fiber samples
were stripped from bolls and frozen in liquid nitrogen and then stored in a −80°C refrigerator.
2.2 RNA Extraction, Library Construction, and Sequencing
An RNAprep Pure Plant Kit (Tiangen, Beijing, China) was used in RNA extraction from the frozen ﬁber
samples, and the total RNAs were subjected to RNA degradation and contamination assessment by 1%
agarose gel electrophoresis, RNA integrity detection by the RNA Nano 6000 Assay Kit of the
Bioanalyzer 2100 system (Agilent Technologies, CA, USA), and RNA concentration measurement by a
Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies, CA, USA). According to the instructions of the NEBNext
UltraTM RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB, USA), not less than 3 μg RNA per sample was
collected for library construction. Puriﬁed mRNAs were acquired from total RNAs by polyT oligoattached magnetic beads, which subsequently underwent fragmentation into 150–200 nt RNA inserts.
Random hexamer primers and M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase (RNase H–) were used for ﬁrst-strand
cDNA synthesis, and second-strand cDNA was synthesized with DNA Polymerase I and RNase H.
Double-strand cDNA was generated by end-repair and adaptor ligation; suitable fragments were puriﬁed
using an XP system (Beckman Coulter, Beverly, CA, USA) and were enriched by PCR ampliﬁcation.
The PCR products were subsequently puriﬁed and evaluated separately by an AMPure XP system and
Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 system, and high-throughput sequencing was performed on all the libraries
with the Illumina HiSeqTM 2000 platform.
2.3 Data Quality Control and Alignment to the Reference Genome
The raw data were ﬁrst transformed to sequence reads with base calling, and clean reads in FASTQ
format were then puriﬁed after ﬁltering low-quality reads harboring only adapters, poly-N > 10%, or Q20
< 20%. The Q30 value and GC content relevant to data quality were calculated, and only high-quality
clean reads were used in subsequent analyses. Subsequently, read alignments were conducted between the
clean reads and the G. hirsutum reference genome, and the related annotation ﬁles of the gene model
were downloaded from the CottonGen database (http://www.cottonge n.org). Bowtie v2.2.3 was used to
build the index of the G. hirsutum genome, and TopHat v.2.0.12 was employed for alignment of the
paired-end clean reads and the reference genome.
2.4 Identiﬁcation and Analysis of DEGs
HTSeq v.0.6.1 was utilized for quantization of the transcriptome gene expression, and the expression
level of each gene was calculated using the FPKM (fragments per kb per million of the mapped reads)
value [24], which was based on the length of the related gene and the number of reads that were mapped
to this gene. Differentially expressed genes were identiﬁed with the generalized fold change (GFOLD)
algorithm by separately comparing three CSSLs and their background material CCRI45, and genes
satisfying an absolute GFOLD value of >1 were deﬁned as DEGs [25]. Subsequently, the software
Blast2go with corrected P-value ≤ 0.5 was used to perform Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment and Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analyses of all DEGs.
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Short time-series expression miner (STEM) software (Carnegie Mellon University, USA) was utilized to
analyze the temporal expression patterns of DEGs during the ﬁber-elongation period, and GO enrichment
and KEGG pathway analyses were also performed on the signiﬁcant proﬁle of four lines.
2.5 Identiﬁcation of Introgressive Genes
The introgressive genes in three CSSLs were identiﬁed with a novel procedure as follows: (1) Transcript
assembly was ﬁrst performed on the reads of CCRI45 to obtain the background reference, and all the obtained
reads from three CSSLs were collected and used in sequence assembly as the introgressive transcript;
(2) Sequence difference-site alignment between the background reference and introgressive transcript was
then performed, and the genes with differential sequences in the three CSSLs were predicted as
introgressive genes; (3) Based on the intersection between the RNA-seq introgressive genes and the
G. barbadense genome, the introgressive genes were ﬁnally conﬁrmed. Chromosome distribution was
subsequently conducted on the introgressive genes to acquire the accurate locations, and candidate genes
related to ﬁber development were screened with a combination of RNA-seq data and signiﬁcant regions.
2.6 qRT-PCR Validation of RNA-Seq Results
The validation experiments were conducted on the transcriptome data to conﬁrm the reliability of the
results, and 12 random DEGs were selected for qRT-PCR with three biological repeats and three technical
repeats per sample; their speciﬁc primers were designed using the NCBI Primer-BLAST online tool. The
TranScript All-in-One First-Strand cDNA Synthesis SuperMix of the qPCR Kit (Transgen Biotech,
Beijing, China) was used to synthesize the cDNAs, and qRT-PCR experiments were conducted on an
ABI 7500 fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, USA) according to the manual of the
TransStart Top Green qPCR SuperMix Kit (Transgen Biotech, Beijing, China). The relative expression
levels of 12 DEGs were calculated using β-actin as a reference and the 2–ΔΔCt method [26].
3 Results
3.1 The Phenotypic Traits and Substitution Background
Comparative analyses of ﬁber yield and quality traits were conducted on the receptor and recurrent parent
CCRI45, the donor parent Hai1, and three CSSLs (Tab. 1). With respect to ﬁber yield, the ginning outturn
values of three CSSLs were greater than those of both Hai1 and CCRI45, and their boll weight values were
higher than those of the two parents except for MBI7285. In terms of ﬁber quality, both ﬁber length and
ﬁber strength of MBI7561 and MBI7747 were superior to those of CCRI45, of which the former was
higher, whereas the latter showed a lower ﬁber micronaire value than the two parents. Either the ﬁber
length or ﬁber strength of MBI7285 was worse than those of CCRI45 and Hai1, of which the ﬁber
micronaire value was lower than those of the two parents. In consideration of ﬁber yield traits tested only
by 30 mature opened bolls, the boll number and seed index were not counted, which indicates the three
CSSLs showed a signiﬁcant improvement in ﬁber yield compared to their parents, while MBI7561 and
MBI7747 had better ﬁber quality whereas MBI7285 had a relatively worse ﬁber quality than their parents.
Table 1: The average performance of ﬁber yield and quality for CCRI45, Hai1, and three CSSLs
Materials Boll weight
(g/boll)

Ginning outturn Fiber length
(%)
(mm)

Fiber micronaire
(unit)

Fiber strength
(cN/tex)

Hai1
MBI7561
MBI7747
MBI7285
CCRI45

32.50 ±
41.86 ±
35.95 ±
36.61 ±
35.24 ±

4.60 ±
5.10 ±
4.30 ±
4.40 ±
5.03 ±

42.37 ±
34.30 ±
36.50 ±
25.90 ±
27.97 ±

3.20 ± 0.21**
6.38 ± 0.44
5.75 ± 0.43
4.35 ± 0.46
5.38 ± 0.51

*Signiﬁcant differences in ﬁber yield and quality.

0.73
1.74
1.65
1.73
0.88

32.93
32.10
33.80
27.10
28.13

± 0.77**
± 1.65**
± 1.64**
± 1.34
± 0.71

0.43
0.45
0.41
0.45
0.49

1.56**
1.89**
1.83**
1.76
0.93
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A total of 526 SSR markers ﬁltrated from the high-density genetic linkage map were utilized to investigate
the substitution backgrounds, identifying 27 (5.13%), 11 (2.10%), and 39 (7.41%) polymorphisms in
MBI7561, MBI7747, and MBI7285, respectively, which conﬁrmed >7.41% of the total chromosomes
compared to CCRI45. Among the three CSSLs, MBI7747 and MBI7285 separately have the fewest and
most polymorphisms, which are mainly distributed on chromosome 2, 12, 14, 16, and 17 in the former,
while on the whole chromosomes except for chromosome 9, 14, 17, 19, and 24 in the latter. There are more
than half of 26 chromosomes with polymorphic SRR markers identiﬁed in MBI7561, of which
chromosome 2, 16, and 17 are the 3 common overlap regions in the two superior CSSLs [27].
3.2 Transcriptome Sequencing and Alignment to the Reference Genome
In total, 117,856.248 million clean bases and 471.425 million clean reads were obtained in this study, of
which the average data per sample were 5,892.812 million clean bases and 23.571 million clean reads
(Tab. S1). Meanwhile, 88.14%–94.77% of the Q30 values and 44.62%–46.43% of the GC content were
calculated to evaluate data quality, of which the average values were 91.47% and 45.23%, respectively.
A total of 63,741 expressed genes were found in the different samples in this study and were subjected to
Pearson correlation coefﬁcient (PCC) analysis. The result showed that at the same stages of ﬁber growth,
more than 95% of the expressed genes presented similar expression in the four lines from 5 DPA to
7 DPA, whereas more than 80% and 71% similarities were observed from 10 DPA to 15 DPA and at
20 DPA, respectively (Fig. 1). In terms of the same line at different developmental stages, the expressed
genes in CCRI45 showed more than 92% similarity from 5 DPA to 20 DPA, and a similar phenomenon
(more than 90% similarity) was identiﬁed in the three CSSLs from 5 DPA to 15 DPA, except for 82%
and 86% similarities that were observed between MBI7747-5 and MBI7747-10/MBI7747-15,
respectively, and 81% similarities between MBI7285-5 and MBI7285-10. However, relatively lower
similarities of gene expressions (62%–80%) were observed in the three CSSLs, which presented an
increasing tendency of 20 DPA compared with 5, 7, 10, and 15 DPA, including one exception between
MBI7561-10 and MBI7561-20. Either the normal Q30 and GC values or highly similar correlation
coefﬁcients implied the reliability of these RNA-seq data.
3.3 Identiﬁcation and Analysis of DEGs
Pairwise comparisons between samples generated 5,673 DEGs, including 2,958 upregulated and
2,715 downregulated DEGs, which subsequently underwent GO enrichment analyses to determine their
potential functions. Being classiﬁed into biological process, cellular component, and molecular function
according to GO enrichment categories, the top 50 subcategories are separately presented in Figs. 2A–2C.
In terms of biological process, most DEGs were enriched in the oxidation-reduction process, protein
phosphorylation, regulation of transcription, DNA template, and carbohydrate metabolic process. In the
cellular component, the most abundant subcategories were membrane, nucleus, integral component of
membrane, and nucleosome, whereas protein binding, ATP binding, DNA binding, and protein kinase
activity were the principal subcategories in terms of molecular function.
3.4 Analysis of DEG Temporal Expression Patterns
Eight temporal expression patterns of 5,673 DEGs were monitored in the four lines, and each proﬁle
represents DEGs with the same or a similar expression pattern (Fig. 3). The common proﬁles with
signiﬁcant enrichment (P-value ≤ 0.05) in two superior CSSLs were proﬁle 1 and proﬁle 6, of which the
former showed a continuously downregulated pattern, whereas the latter was initially upregulated and
subsequently downregulated. The signiﬁcantly enriched proﬁles 1 and 7 were common in MBI7285 and
CCRI45 with ordinary ﬁber quality, and proﬁle 7 presented a continuously upregulated pattern.
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Therefore, the common proﬁle 1 with the highest number of DEGs was chosen for further GO enrichment
and KEGG pathway analyses for the four lines.

Figure 1: Pearson correlation coefﬁcient analysis of all genes of the 20 samples. 5 = 5 DPA, 7 = 7 DPA,
10 = 10 DPA, 15 = 15 DPA, and 20 = 20 DPA
Different numbers of DEGs were classiﬁed into three GO categories (Fig. 4), and similar results were
observed in the most abundant subcategories of the four lines, speciﬁcally metabolic process, cellular
process, and single-organism process in biological process, binding and catalytic activity in molecular
function, and cell, cell part, and organelle in the cellular component. However, there were nearly double
the number of enriched DEGs in biological regulation and response to stimulus of biological process and
nucleic acid-binding transcription factor activity of molecular function in MBI7747 and
MBI7561 compared with those in MBI7285 and CCRI45. However, there were almost twice as many
enriched DEGs in the membrane and membrane part of the cellular component in MBI7285 and
CCRI45 as those in MBI7747 and MBI7561.
KEGG pathway analysis was conducted on the DEGs in proﬁle 1, of which the top 20 signaling
pathways with the most abundant DEGs are presented in Tab. 2. There were ﬁve common pathways with
signiﬁcant enrichment (P-value ≤ 0.05) in all four lines, namely, starch and sucrose metabolism
(ko00500), DNA replication (ko03030), phagosome (ko04145), ascorbate and aldarate metabolism
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(ko00053), and fatty acid metabolism (ko01212), and most DEGs enriched the ﬁrst pathway, implying its
signiﬁcance to ﬁber development. Phenylpropanoid biosynthesis (ko00940) and circadian rhythm-plant
(ko04712) separately harbored the second and third most DEG-enriched categories in MBI7747 and
MBI7561, presenting more than double the number of DEGs than those without signiﬁcant enrichment in
MBI7285 and CCRI45. By combining the results of GO enrichment and KEGG pathway analysis, the
continuously downregulated proﬁle 1 in all four lines indicated that higher similarities were separately
identiﬁed in two superior CSSLs, or MBI7285 and CCRI45, with relatively ordinary ﬁber performance.

Figure 2: Go enrichment analysis of the total DEGs. (A) GO subcategories of the biological process, (B)
GO subcategories of the cellar component, and (C): GO subcategories of the molecular function
3.5 Identiﬁcation of Introgressive Genes in Three CSSLs
Based on the intersection between the predicted introgression genes from RNA-seq data and Sea Island
gene information [15], 1,535 introgressive genes were identiﬁed in this study, including 754 in the A subgenome and 781 in the D sub-genome (Fig. 5). The highest and lowest numbers of introgressive genes in
the A sub-genome were 110 in chromosome 5 and 29 in chromosome 4, respectively, whereas those in
the D sub-genome were 91 in chromosome 5 and 41 in chromosome 3.
To screen candidate introgressive genes related to ﬁber length, it was necessary to analyze the common
introgressive sections in superior MBI7561 and MBI7747. Three common introgressive sections were
identiﬁed in MBI7747 and MBI7561, which were separately located in chromosome A02 between
PGML02861 and BNL1434, chromosome D07 between NAU5120 and NAU5408, and chromosome
D03 between HAU0195 and TMB0874. Based on the intersection of G. barbadense genes and our
predicted introgressive genes in three common sections, a total of 22 introgressive genes were identiﬁed,
and only 17 were differentially expressed during ﬁber elongation, including 7 that were upregulated and
10 that were downregulated. There were three candidate DEGs in chromosome A02, including one
downregulated, GB_A02G0240 (O-fucosyltransferase family protein), and two upregulated,
GB_A02G0272 (glutamine synthetase 2) and GB_A02G0264 (ankyrin repeat family protein), which have
been reported to play signiﬁcant roles in plant growth [28–30]. In chromosome D03, only
GB_D03G1580 (putative lysine decarboxylase family protein) showed an upregulated pattern, whereas
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the other ﬁve were downregulated DEGs, namely, GB_D03G1703 (RNA-binding plectin/S10 domaincontaining protein), GB_D03G1742 (beta-6 tubulin), GB_D03G1760 (RHOMBOID-like protein 3),
GB_D03G1608 (no annotation), and GB_D03G1655 (WRKY DNA-binding protein 2), of which the
beta-6 tubulin and WRKY transcription factors might be involved in ﬁber elongation [31,32]. A total of
eight candidate DEGs were screened in chromosome D07, including four upregulated DEGs, namely,
GB_D07G0623 (quinolinate synthase), GB_D07G0912 (bifunctional inhibitor/lipid-transfer protein/seed
storage 2S albumin superfamily protein), GB_D07G2042 (high mobility group A), and GB_D07G0631
(nuclear factor Y, subunit B13), and four downregulated DEGs, namely, GB_D07G0797 (leucine-rich
repeat transmembrane protein kinase), GB_D07G0808 (no annotation), GB_D07G0809 (endomembrane
protein 70 protein family), and GB_D07G0941 (zinc ﬁnger C-x8-C-x5-C-x3-H type family protein), of
which GB_D07G0623, GB_D07G0631, and GB_D07G0797 were found to participate in reactive oxygen
species (ROS) activities, drought stress, and early salt stress, respectively [13,33,34].

Figure 3: DEG temporal expression patterns of the four lines based on STEM software. Each square
represents a gene expression trend. The number in the top left corner indicates the proﬁle ID number,
whereas that in the bottom left corner indicates the number of genes in that proﬁle. The clusters and
proﬁles are ordered based on the number of genes and signiﬁcance (default)
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Figure 4: Go enrichment analysis of proﬁle 1 DEGs in the four lines
Table 2: Top 20 KEGG pathways with high representation of proﬁle 1 DEGs
Pathway
Starch and sucrose metabolism
Phenylpropanoid biosynthesis
Circadian rhythm-plant
DNA replication
Plant hormone signal transduction
Pentose and glucuronate interconversions
Flavonoid biosynthesis
Pyrimidine metabolism
Purine metabolism
Base excision repair

DEGs with pathway annotation
MBI7747
42*
33*
24*
22*
20
20
19*
19
18*
16*

MBI7561
39*
33*
23*
22*
17
20
19*
18
16*
13*

MBI7285
36*
8
7
14*
0
19
0
11
14*
0

CCRI45
46*
15
10
11*
0
27*
17*
10
11
0

Pathway ID
ko00500
ko00940
ko04712
ko03030
ko04075
ko00040
ko00941
ko00240
ko00230
ko03410
(Continued )
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Table 2 (continued ).

Pathway
Phagosome
Limonene and pinene degradation
Ascorbate and aldarate metabolism
Fatty acid metabolism
Stilbenoid, diarylheptanoid, and
gingerol biosynthesis
Galactose metabolism
Endocytosis
Carbon metabolism
Nucleotide excision repair
Cysteine and methionine metabolism

DEGs with pathway annotation

Pathway ID

MBI7747

MBI7561

MBI7285

CCRI45

16*
16
14*
13*
13

16*
19
14*
13*
15

27*
14
17*
11*
11

22*
17
20*
14*
14

ko04145
ko00903
ko00053
ko01212
ko00945

11
11
11
10
10

12*
8
12
10*
10

11*
13
17
8
10

14*
15
17
8
10

ko00052
ko04144
ko01200
ko03420
ko00270

*Signiﬁcantly enriched pathway.

Figure 5: Distribution of introgressive genes in the A sub-genome and D sub-genome
3.6 Quantitative Real-Time PCR Validation of RNA-Seq Results
The RNA-seq reliabilities were validated by the qRT-PCR experiments on 12 random selected DEGs
(Fig. 6), including 7 upregulated DEGs (Gh_D03G1420, Gh_D03G1452, Gh_A10G1595, Gh_A07G1997,
Gh_A03G1585, Gh_A06G0984, and Gh_A07G1961), 5 downregulated DEGs (Gh_A08G2390,
Gh_D08G1948, Gh_A02G1203, Gh_A11G2095, and Gh_D04G1558), of which the primer sequences are
presented in Tab. S2. The housekeeping β-actin gene was selected as a reference gene, and the dynamic
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changes of 12 DEGs in the qRT-PCR experiments were highly concordant with the RNA-seq results, which
proved the robustness of our transcriptome sequencing data.

Figure 6: qRT-PCR results of 12 selected DEGs
4 Discussion
Cotton (Gossypium) is the most widely cultivated commercial crop producing natural ﬁber, and has
made tremendous contributions to human economic and social development [1]. Upland cotton can
contribute to more than 90% cotton production every year, while subjects to relatively ordinary ﬁber
quality and a narrow genetic background. Therefore, it would be economical to develop CSSLs in cotton
breeding to introduce superior trait genes derived from Sea Island cotton into upland cotton to cultivate
cotton varieties with high yield and good ﬁber quality. In this study, three CSSLs harboring the diverse
ﬁber performances were chosen from BC4F3:5 population, which underwent high-generation backcrossing
and selﬁng to provide stable ﬁber traits and clear hereditary background, vastly contributing to QTL
mapping of signiﬁcant quantitative traits and candidate gene identiﬁcation [27].
Cotton ﬁber length is principally determined by the stage of ﬁber elongation, when upland cotton ﬁber
stopped growing at 23 DPA, while Sea Island cotton ﬁber stopped growing at 33 DPA [35]. Recently,
multiple attempts have been conducted on ﬁber length with transcriptome and QTL mapping
technologies, identifying signiﬁcant candidate genes such as Gh_A07G1077 [31], GhbHLH18 [36],
Gh_D03G1338 [37], GhACX [38], Gh_D11G1928 [39], and Gh_D10G1008 [40], providing valuable
information for understanding ﬁber formation. By conducting RNA-seq on four lines form 5 to 20 DPA,
this study examined the dynamic changes of DEGs between materials with different ﬁber qualities and
screened candidate introgressive genes that were related to ﬁber length in the CSSLs.
In total, we obtained 471.425 million clean reads from the 20 ﬁber samples, and the average Q30 values
and GC contents were 91.47% and 45.23, respectively; these reads were subjected to sequence alignment to
the G. hirsutum reference genome. All expressed genes in this study were separately evaluated to conduct
PCA and PCC analysis, and high similarities were observed either among different materials during the
same developmental period or in the same materials during different developmental periods, indirectly
indicating the reliability of our transcriptome data. Based on the GFOLD algorithm, multiple comparisons
between different samples resulted in the identiﬁcation of 2,958 upregulated and 2,715 downregulated
DEGs, of which GO enrichment and KEGG pathway analyses indicated that most DEGs enriched the
functional categories of oxidation-reduction, protein phosphorylation, regulation of transcription,
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DNA-templated, and carbohydrate metabolism. In addition, eight proﬁles with diverse expression patterns
were obtained in the four lines based on STEM software, and GO enrichment and KEGG analyses were
conducted on the signiﬁcantly enriched proﬁle 1 with the continuously downregulated pattern, revealing
that both the enriched GO subcategories and the KEGG sub-pathways presented high similarities between
the superior MBI7747 and MBI7561 or between the ordinary CCRI45 and MBI7285.
The introgressive genes derived from Sea Island cotton are deemed to be key factors that inﬂuence the
ﬁber quality of CSSLs; therefore, based on the intersection of the predicted introgressive genes from the
RNA-seq data and G. barbadense reference genome, we identiﬁed 1,535 introgressive genes in the three
CSSLs, including 754 in the A sub-genome and 781 in the D sub-genome. Based on three common
introgressive sections between superior MBI7747 and MBI7561, 22 introgressive genes were screened,
and 7 upregulated and 10 downregulated DEGs were found during ﬁber elongation. Analysis of the
annotations and previously reported articles conﬁrmed eight candidate introgressive genes that were
correlated with ﬁber length. To be speciﬁc, there were two upregulated and one downregulated candidate
introgressive genes in chromosome A02, namely, GB_A02G0272 (glutamine synthetase 2),
GB_A02G0264 (ankyrin repeat family protein), and GB_A02G0240(O-fucosyltransferase family protein),
which were found to participate in the control of plant growth [28–30]. There were two downregulated
candidate genes in chromosome D03, namely, GB_D03G1742 (beta-6 tubulin) and GB_D03G1655
(WRKY DNA-binding protein 2), which have been reported to be relevant to ﬁber elongation [31,32].
There were two upregulated and one downregulated candidate introgressive genes in chromosome D07,
namely, GB_D07G0623 (quinolinate synthase), GB_D07G0631 (nuclear factor Y, subunit B13), and
GB_D07G0797 (leucine-rich repeat transmembrane protein kinase), which were found to participate in
biological processes related to ﬁber development, including ROS activities, drought stress, and early salt
stress [13,33,34]. The results of this study provide valuable information and also lay a solid foundation
for further research on ﬁber development, which may facilitate the elucidation of the molecular
mechanism of ﬁber length formation.
5 Conclusion
In this study, transcriptome analyses of ﬁber elongation from 5 DPA to 20 DPA were conducted in three
CSSLs (MBI7561, MBI7747, and MBI7285) and their recurrent parent CCRI45, which generated a total of
471.425 million clean reads, with a 91.47% average Q30 value and 45.23% mean GC content. Multiple
comparisons between samples resulted in the identiﬁcation of 5,673 DEGs that were mainly involved in
the oxidation-reduction process, protein phosphorylation, regulation of transcription, DNA templates, and
carbohydrate metabolism. These DEGs were subjected to temporal expression pattern analysis, which
identiﬁed some signiﬁcantly enriched proﬁles to indicate similarities between two CSSLs with superior
ﬁber quality or between MBI7285 and CCRI45. In total, 1,535 introgressive genes derived from Sea
Island cotton were identiﬁed in the three CSSLs, and 8 candidate genes screened from three common
introgressive sections in superior CSSLs were shown to be involved in ﬁber development. These results
provide valuable information for the elucidation of the molecular mechanism of ﬁber length.
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Table S1: Summary of the transcriptome sequencing results
Sample name

Cluster-reads

Clean-bases num

Read-length

Q30-percent

GC-percent

CCRI45-5d
CCRI45-7d
CCRI45-10d
CCRI45-15d
CCRI45-20d
MBI7285-5d
MBI7285-7d
MBI7285-10d
MBI7285-15d
MBI7285-20d
MBI7561-5d
MBI7561-7d
MBI7561-10d
MBI7561-15d

23,085,231
20,464,465
20,105,015
23,085,231
21,538,042
37,219,931
23,354,083
23,208,761
26,057,183
22,632,275
19,570,201
19,057,359
19,687,087
19,059,919

5,771,307,750
5,116,116,250
5,026,253,750
5,771,307,750
5,384,510,500
9,304,982,750
5,838,520,750
5,802,190,250
6,514,295,750
5,658,068,750
4,892,550,250
4,764,339,750
4,921,771,750
4,764,979,750

125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125

89.23;91.78
92.72;91.71
92.07;91.19
89.23;91.78
92.19;91.83
90.52;91.21
88.93;90.71
93.25;91.21
93.40;91.50
90.42;92.02
88.14;90.86
92.32;91.66
89.08;90.06
89.08;90.80

46.43;46.40
45.04;45.07
45.32;45.35
46.43;46.40
45.40;45.43
45.59;45.61
45.15;45.20
44.82;44.84
45.26;45.26
44.93;44.94
44.62;44.62
44.85;44.89
45.54;45.57
44.83;44.82
(Continued )
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Table S1 (continued ).

Sample name

Cluster-reads

Clean-bases num

Read-length

Q30-percent

GC-percent

MBI7561-20d
MBI7747-5d
MBI7747-7d
MBI7747-10d
MBI7747-15d
MBI7747-20d

19,729,551
24,724,251
36,060,232
25,140,157
24,534,851
23,111,168

4,932,387,750
6,181,062,750
9,015,058,000
6,285,039,250
6,133,712,750
5,777,792,000

125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125
125;125

88.90;91.30
92.50;92.79
90.34;91.48
94.77;94.43
94.04;94.37
92.83;92.12

44.78;44.76
44.95;44.95
45.22;45.19
45.15;45.16
45.27;45.26
45.03;45.06

Table S2: Primers used for qRT-PCR validation
Gene ID

Forward 5`–3`

Reverse 5`–3`

Gh_A02G1203
Gh_D03G1420
Gh_A03G1585
Gh_D03G1452
Gh_A06G0984
Gh_A07G1997
Gh_A07G1961
Gh_A08G2390
Gh_A10G1595
Gh_A11G2095
Gh_D04G1558
Gh_D08G1948

TGACATCATAGACAGCGCCA
CCAAATGTGATCCACGCCAC
GAGCGACCCACTTACACCAA
CTTCTCGCTCCCCGATCTTC
GATGGCGAAGTGCGATCCTA
TCTTCTCCACGGCATTGCTT
GATTGGTGTCCCACAGGGTT
TTCCCCGCGCAGTTTTAATG
GGCTCTTCGTTCGTCAGTCA
CAGGAGGTGATCTTGCTCGG
AACTCATCAGCGGCAAGGAA
GGGAAGTCGTATGTGCCGAA

GACATCTTGGAGACCCGTCC
ATGGTAGCCACAGCTGCATT
ATCCACGTTCAAGGCACCAT
TGCAACTTAACGACGGTGGA
TGGGCACCAGTCAACAAACT
GTTGTGGGGCTGGTGATTTG
TGCCCTTTGAACCTTAGCCA
CGGAATCGATAAGCTCCGCT
CTCAAGAGCGCCATAGTCGT
ACTTGTGGTCGATTCGGGAG
TTCCTGATGCGGTCCAAACA
CATGGTTCCGGGTTCCAGAT

